CORPORATE DONATIONS TO UNIVERSITIES:
Is CHARITY A GOOD THING?
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Abstract

This paper focuses on corporate charitable donations to universities
in North America. Motives behind donations are grouped into short
run returns, long run returns, returns from influencing the future
experts, and status competition among the business elite. Both neoclassical and behavioral approaches to motivating donations are presented, along with empirical support whenever it exists. A benchmark is established in order to qualify effects from corporate
donations as beneficial or harmful to the recipients. Assuming the
incentives for donations are tuIly described by the proposed list, a
conditional conclusion is that corporate donations on the aggregate
are beneticial to universities.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the empirical literature on corporate donations one seldom
encounters discussions on effects of the donations. Some researchers
found and tested various motivations for companies to donate, but
made no attempt to establish whether corporate donations are beneficial or harmful to the recipients. Others, especially those critical of
corporate charity, derived the effects through theoretical arguments' .
Goals that corporations pursue by charitable contributions were not
considered important iri determining the outcomes. A conclusion on
the effects that can be referred to in public policy debates requires
both empirical and theoretical approaches.
This paper focuses on corporate donations to universities in North
America. Direct observation of the aggregate effects of donations
requires prohibitive amounts of time and money, even if it is to be
done by means of a relatively small random sample. I propose an alternative method of arriving at a sound preliminary result. Consider an
exhaustive list of factors that motivate corporate donations to universities. For each factor or group of factors, the potential effect can be
considered in the following way: if all or most of the tirms are indeed
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motivated by this factor, would their aggregate donations be beneficial
or harmful to. universities? Taking into account empirical support
behind each of the motives, we can then derive a reasonable preliminary conclusion on the aggregate effect of corporate donations.
II. DEFINITIONAND NuMBERS

Corporate giving has been a subject of interest for quite some time
among researchers in business and economics. Following Fry, Keirn
and Meiners (1982, 95) a corporate donation "can be defined as a
transfer, of a charitable nature, of corporate resources to recipients
below market prices." This definition allows for three immediate
observations that are frequently lost in both public and scientific
debates. First, the qualifier 'of charitable nature' implies only that the
donations are to help the needy; it does not necessarily follow that the
ultimate goal of the donor is promotion of human welfare2. Second,
personal gifts by corporate owners and management are excluded,
since resources being transferred do not belong to the corporation.
Third, the definition is broad enough to include conventional gifts of
cash and financial assets, transfers of goods and services, and employee time spent on volunteering or dealing with charity.
The complete data on charitable donations in United States and
Canada cannot be obtained trom public sources; private sources provide it at a cost. According to publicly available resources, U.S. corporations gave 12.19 billion U.S. dollars to charity in 2002. Of that
amount, approximately 3.5 billion was directed to higher education3.
In Canada companies donated 1.23 billion Canadian dollars, of which
approximately 300 million went to education in general4.
There are good reasons to believe that these numbers underestimate
the true level of corporate charitable contributions by a significant
amount. Kathryn Troy (1980, 4) suggests that many donations are
reported to IRS as business expenses. Contributions of volunteer time
and space are usually not accounted for in the survey-based estimates
and are not reported to tax authorities5. Finally, giving by founda2. Sinc~ primary motiv~s ti1r corporat~ giving app~ar to be pro tit-related. the often uscd term
"corporate philanthropy" is inappropriate. Philanthropy, unlike charity. does imply the goal of
bettering human condition. Profit-motivated philanthropy does not make s~nse.
3. Data on corporate donations to charity is from Giving USA 2003 by AAFRC
(www.aafrc.org). An estimate from the survey by Platzer and Dully (19X9. 24-25) was used for
the percentage of donations going towards higher education due to lack of any recent accurate
estimate that is publicly available.
4. Data on corporate donations to charity is from Spring 2003 edition of Ketchum
Philanthropic Trends by Ketchum Canada Inc (hltp://'nvw.k~tchumcanada,com).
Th~ ~stimate
from Spring 200 I edition was used for the percentage going towards cducation. again due to
lack of more recent available estimates.
5.

See tor ~xample Spring 2003 edition of Ketchum Philanthropic Trends. page 7.
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tions, which can be partly or wholly funded by corporations, is sometimes not considered a part of corporate donations. [n light of these
findings, a rather large adjustment factor is required in order to bring
the estimates closer to reality. Even without the adjustment, however,
corporate involvement on the scale of billions of dollars invites a basic
question: why do firms give anything at all?
III. WHY DO CORPORATIONS DONATE TO HIGHER EDUCATION?

Studies conducted in the area of general corporate donations provide a foundation for understanding the causes and effects of
donations to higher education. Previous attempts to synthesize the literature on the subject resulted in a wide variety of possible motivating
factors6. [n order to simplify what can otherwise become an unnecessarily complicated discussion, I propose a new classification of the
motivating factors, or motives. Motives behind corporate contributions to higher education can be divided into expected short run and
long run returns, expected returns to intluence on future experts, and
social status competition.
Shorf mn refurns

One of the major reasons for corporate contributions is marketing.
In fact, several empirical studies, such as those done by Schwartz
(1968) and by Levy and Shatto (1978), argue that expenditures on
charity and expenditures on advertising are the same thing. Fry, Keirn
and Meiners (1982, 105) find that "( I) marginal changes in advertising expenditures and marginal changes in contribution expenditures
are significantly?related, and (2) firms with more public contact spend
more at all income levels on advertising and contributions than do
firms with little public contact." Empirical testing in a study by
Navarro (1988) also supports the hypothesis that corporate donations
represent a form of advertising. Embley's (1993) book treats corporate
donations almost exclusively as a marketing strategy.
The cited studies, however, do not usually go into the details of how
such an advertising strategy - which will be termed 'charity advertising' hereafter - would fit into standard economic models8. This question can be posed in terms of an example. Soley (1995, 7) reports that
Philip Morris's Miller Co. donates 150,000 dollars annually to a fund
6. Examples of th~s~ can be found in Fry. Keim and Mciners ( 198~). Galaskiewicz
Navarro ( 1988).

( 1989), and

7. The coet1icicnts are both statistically significant and non-trivial.
8. A discussion on advcrtising in general is bcyond thc scope of this papcr. The advcrtising in
question here is ad\crtising by m~ans of charitable donations and promotion of thc firm's
'socially rcsponsible' actions.
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that provides scholarship to African-American students. In addition,
Miller also spends in excess of 300,000 dollars a year to advertise its
contributions. Why would a company spend extra money to advertise
its charity? There is no good answer to that in the standard neoclassical thinking. Advertising corporate charity makes sense only if consumers base their decisions not only on relative prices, but also on the
level of charitableness of the producers. Standard neoclassical utility
functions that treat utility as a function of material welfare cannot
account for the influence of charity by producers on consumption patterns. Yet by proving that charity advertising is an important motive
behind corporate donations, empirical studies cited earlier indirectly
confirm that companies believe there is an effect on consumer choice.
Behavioral economics provides a way to approach charity advertising. Altman (2001, 184) citing Richard Freeman, suggests that if a
product is produced with higher labor standards the consumer will differentiate between this product and one produced with lower labor
standards. Moreover, he argues that consumers may prefer higher
standards product even if it is priced higher. Altman (2004) generalizes this argument by saying that for a consumer, there is a difference
between an 'ethical' product and an 'unethical' (but otherwise similar)
product. If the consumers place any value on ethics, then the demand
for ethical products will be higher. One of the implicit assumptions
here is that the consumer somehow knows of the product's higher ethical standards. That means the product has to be labeled properly
and/or extensively advertised as being ethical. An argument can be
made that consumers will prefer the beer from Miller Co. to beer from
a producer that has not been labeled and advertised as charitable. If the
average costs of labeling/advertising are lower than the resulting gain
in profits, then corporate charity can indeed contribute to the companies' profits9.
Corporations may also attempt to maximize their short-run returns
through tax deductions on charitable donations. This line of thinking,
however, cannot explain the consistent failure of companies to fully
report their charitable giving. If tax considerations are indeed as
important as is usually assumed, charitable donations would not go
unreported. Since companies frequently do not report their contributionslO, it implies that tax savings are not a major issue in corporate
decisions on charitable donations.
9. This idea is subject to some debate in the corporate charity literature. For example. Fry.
Keirn and Meiners ( 19R2) cite Narver ( 1971 ) who. using the empirical work of Johnson
(1900). suggested that social responsiveness of the firms IVould a/Teet consumer decisions. Fry.
Keirn. and Meiners (19H2. 96-(7) argue that consumers ignore social responsiveness. because
the benelits of it are close to nil for each individual consumer.
10.

See Troy (19RO). Spring 2003 edition of Ketchum Philanthropic Trends.
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In a number of surveys testing the executives' perceived importance
of taxes mixed results are observed. A survey done by White and
Bartolomeo (1982) suggests that taxes are not of major importance to
the majority of CEOs in their contributions decisions. At the same
time, Harris and Klepper (1976) find that over 50 percent of the chief
executives they have surveyed said contributions would increase substantially, given better tax incentives. Watson (1958) emphasizes that
while the size of donations can be influenced by taxes, each donation
still comes as a cost to the company. Empirical testing of tax policy
effects on corporate donations is also inconclusive. Schwartz (1968)
finds that there is a significant effect!I; similar conclusion is reached
by Nelson (1970). On the other hand, Navarro (1988) finds that the
effect is not even statistically significant.
It thus seems reasonable to suggest that tax deductions can be considered one of the motives behind corporate giving, but not 'the'
motive, as is sometimes mistakenly assumed. With or without tax
deductions, corporations still incur costs by giving away their corporate resources, and these costs need to be recovered in some way.
Long run returns
Troy (1980, 8) writes that "many contributions programs started as
a response to a need for upgraded ... human service programs in a
company's headquarters or plant communities". Why would the firms
support 'human service' programs in general and university programs
specifically?
In the standard neoclassical theory all firms are assumed to be operating at their maximum efticiency level, so that for every level of
inputs and desired level of quality, maximum output is achieved. The
firms are assumed to be homogeneous 'black boxes' that invariably
maximize profits. Even in such a world there exists a major reason for
corporate donations other then advertising and taxation. Navarro
(1988) argues that corporate contributions can be used by profit-maximizing firms to decrease costs in the long run. Part of his argument
can be applied to donations to higher education. Long-run supply of
labor may increase with more corporate support of a specific program,
thus decreasing the wage that has to be paid by the firm. Better access
of the underprivileged members of the community to educational
facilities (through, for example, scholarships or lower tuition rates
sponsored by corporate donations) may result in lower crime and vandalism rates, which in turn lowers the necessary cost of maintaining
security. Charitable support of research increases chances of innovaII. Both statistically signi1icant and account for a high percentage of variation in the dependent variable.
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tion that may lead to lower costs.
A complementing hypothesis of long-run effects can be offered by
applying X-efficiency theoryl2. The question is: if corporations in
general are X-inefficient, and operate somewhere in the interior of the
production possibility boundary, can corporate donations help push
the firm closer to its maximum output? Suppose that donations (and

here it has to reemphasizedthat donationscan mean volunteering,
gifts, time, etc) can be positioned by the management as a part of the
work culture. If the resulting culture is a "better" work culture, i.e. one
in which economic agents within the firm are likely to work more efficiently (in terms of both quantity and quality of effort) then corporate
donations will pay otf. Altman (200 I, 174-179) discusses some of the
benetits of introducing superior work cultures in the context of x-inefficiencyl3. Similarly, the analysis of worker motivation in 'high-performance work systems' by Tomer (200 I, 70) can easily be extended
to incorporate contributions by the company as one of the motivationaf factors. The use of corporate giving as a tool to increase efficiency
seems to be a plausible motivation for the corporate givingl4.
A study by White and Bartolomeo (1982) suggests that the majority of businesses they have surveyed emphasize the "goals of improv-

ing localcommunitiesin orderto '" protectand improvetheenvironment in which they do business."Howcan businessenvironmentbe
improved by corporate donations? An explanation can be suggested
through the concept known as 'corporate citizenship'. Corporate citizenship implies that "obligations of good citizenship" (Watson 1958,
19) apply to artiticial persons (i.e. corporations) as well as to individuals. It is considered dangerous by the companies to shirk on their
responsibilities, for it may create unfavorable public opinion. Public
opinion, in turn, may impact the firm's performance by lowering
short-run and long-run demand for its products, by lowering the workers morale and etfort, and by other channels which were considered
earlier.
12. See Leibenstein (1966,1978). The basic idea hehind X-elliciency is that eflor! oftirm
members is a discretionary ~ariable. depending on a variety of factors. Leibenstein argues that
emIr! is usually not maximized. contrary to conventional neoclassical assumptions. Therefore
costs are not minimized, or the tirm operates inside its production possibility frontier. Such
lirms. using Leihenstein's terminology, arc X-inet1icicnt.
13. Unlike many othcr possible work culture changes, therc is no loss of power or prestige
(Altman 2001. 175) lor thc managcment associated with donations; in t~lct. as is discussed
hdow there is likdy a positive prestige e!li:ct. Theretore. establishing a corporate donations
program can be one of the more desirahle ways for the executive to introduce better work culture.
14. An ,Idditional argument. relating more to individual beha~ior than to behavior orthe firm,
is that the workers may be \\ illing to accept lower wages in communities that prO\ ide beller
educational facilities established \\ ith corporate hdp (Na~arro 1988).

-
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Influencing future experts
Motivations presented so far apply to corporate giving to all or most
non-profit institutions. There is a particular long-run return associated
with educational institutions. Certain corporate donations to universities may result in corporate intluence over future expert opinion. By
using that intluence, companies will realize higher profits in the long
run, or generate wide-ranging long-run benefits that will eventually
result in higher profits.
In preliminary interviews with college advancement officersls, an
idea was tloated that one of the primary motives for giving by pharmaceutical corporations is to have future pharmacists recognize and
adhere to certain brand names. Since the average consumer usually
follows the pharmacists' advice, corporate giving to College of
Pharmacy becomes a very effective targeted advertising strategy. The
idea is best expressed with an example. If a pharmacy student gets a
large scholarship from DrugsCo pharmaceutical company, or even just
sits every day at a DrugsCo lecture theatre, there is high probability
that the brand name will be imprinted in her memory. In the case of a
scholarship it may even be that the student will feel grateful to the
company. If in her future career as a pharmacist, she will recommend
DrugsCo (as opposed to competitors' brand) to her clients, the company's goal has been accomplished.
The key characteristic of the product market that allows for this
effect is that, contrary to neoclassical assumptions, consumers do not
have the information to decide on pharmaceutical products by themselves. Consequently, consumption patterns will be determined to a
large degree by expert opinion. Imbuing the experts with a bias
towards a product will result in much greater long-run demand for that
product. This strategy works for corporate giving to colleges of pharmacy, medicine, and veterinary medicine, among others. Industries
that are not able to increase their long-term profits directly by intluencing the future experts can still benefit greatly. For example, lobbying support, business ties, formation of public opinion, and favorable
investment advice are only some of the reasons to give to business colleges.
Status competition
Another motive behind corporate giving has to do with the management's yearning for "approval of business peers and local philanthrop15. Interviews were conducted with Bruce Cory. Development Ollicer. College of Arts and
Science. on March 12th. 2004; and with Barb Cox-Lloyd. Development Ollicer, College of
Pharmacy and Nutrition. on March 17th. 2004.
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ic elites" (Galaskiewicz 1989,252). Both Useem (1984,123-124) and
Galaskiewicz find that the charitable giving of the company was heavily influenced by whether or not the CEO was a member of some philanthropic club for the elite. In Galaskiewicz's study of an urban grants
economy in Minneapolis-St. Paul, the applause and approval of the
peers (and fear of exclusion for non-compliance with accepted norms
of charity) were found to be significantl6 motivators of corporate generosity. Navarro (1988, 71) also looks at charitable donations as a
means to increase the prestige of the management in the community.
Charitable contributions can then be considered a "social currency"
(Galaskiewicz, 252) used in a status competition among the business
elitel7.
The amount of influence executives have on the charitable contributions program can be quite large, as noted among others by Troy
(1982, 3). Therefore, at least some part of the corporate contributions
function is dependent on the level of managerial discretion and the
motives for individual (i.e. executives') donations. The discussion of
individual motivation falls outside of the scope of this paper. It is sufficient here to note that such a motive exists; describing it in detail is
better left for other studies 18.
IV. EFFECTS OF CORPORATE CONTRIBUTIONS

Establishing a henchmark
Is corporate giving to universities beneficial or harmful? To pose
that question without explicitly defining what works to benefit and
what works to harm invites all sorts of meaningless discourse.
Therefore it is necessary to establish some criteria by which we can
judge whether universities have been made better off or worse off by
corporate involvementl9.
One of the fundamental principles upon which the institution of university is founded is academic freedom in both research and teaching.
Freedom is essential for the advancement and dissemination of know116. No indication given in the article of whether results were statistically or scientifically signilican\. Galaskiewicz (1989.253-254)
simply states that more money was given to charity by
a corporation if its otlicers hclonged to philanthropic business networks.
17. Notahly. if corporate giving is indeed partially motivated hy status competition among the
managers. the neoclassical assumption of a homogenous "utility function" tor the lirm breaks
down. The tirm no longer attempts to maximi/e prolit; rather, the firm's management is
attempting to maximi/e thdr own utility. In this case. the management's decisions may clash
with the interests of employees andior owners.
18. See Rose-Ackerman (1996). Navarro (1988). and the literature cited therein.
19.The total ellcct, of course. \\ ill be also he inlluenced by contrihutions from other donors
(foundations and individuals) must also be considered. However, the analysis here is presented
ccteris paribus.
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edge - two primarygoals of the institution.Therefore,I propose that
donations that lead to the loss of academic freedom by promoting corporate influence on the hiring process, teaching, research, and the
structure of academic programs are ought to be considered harmful.
Donations that do not impact academic freedom, while at the same
time augmenting the quality of research, teaching, and academic
programs are to be considered beneficial.
Furthermore, since the goal is to establish whether or not corporate
donations are beneficial on the aggregate, relative influences must be
considered. If, on the aggregate, the donations that help facilitate
learning of Marxist ideals are approximately offset by gifts that
encourage learning of the free-market system, the result is a net gain20
for the university: both Marxists and capitalists are able to teach more
efficiently. Assuming constant tuition costs, students in general are
getting better instruction value for their dollar, and academic freedom
is not compromised. On the other hand, if donations result in
Veterinary Medicine being supported far more then Drama (relative to
departmental needs) then corporate donations, ceteris paribus, exert
undue influence on the academic structure of the university. If coupled
with corporate influence on hiring and research, such donations are in
violation of the academic freedom principle and represent a loss to the
university.
Effects of corporate donations
Friedrich Hayek, one of the earliest critics of corporate social
involvement, argued that contributions to higher education were undesirable, because they would give the executives power over cultural
decisions. While it might be appealing to the management initially,
corporate involvement in public goods will eventually lead to
increased control of business by the government (Hayek 1967, 305306). In Hayek's opinion, then, the fundamental principles of both the
universities and of the free markets are in danger of being subverted.
Is it necessarily such a bleak picture? Examining the motives of corporations suggests a negative answer to that question and casts doubt
on at least the first, initial part of Hayek's hypothesis. There are, however, special circumstances under which the combination of unscrupulous or inadequate university administration and corporate attempts to
influence future experts can create dangerous precedents. These
include heavy biases on funding, which alter the academic structure of
:!O.The

et1ect on the universities descrihed here does not take into account the impact of
donations on the donor's share values. donor's employee salaries and olher secondary effects of
donations whieh may afTect the university or individual members of the university.
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university, donor influence on hiring procedures, donor influence on
research and misuse of public funds. If such proceedings are, as Soley
(1995) suggests, the norm rather than isolated occurrences, then corporations are indeed running the course charted out by Hayek.
Short-run motives behind corporate donations suggest no reason to
worry about harmful effects. Certainly, any attempts to save taxes by
the firms can not result in any compromising the academic freedom.
Level of donations in general may be impacted by tax considerations,
but it will not lead corporations to favor one program or college over'
another, since benefits are exactly the same. Charity advertising is not
likely to have a negative effect, either. There is no good reason to
believe that simple advertising donations on the aggregate would concentrate on any specific academic program to the exclusion of others.
The diversity of companies participating in charity advertising, and
their desire to reach as wide an audience as possible, will ensure that
funding will be more or less spread out around the campus21.There
will be no significant effect on hiring policies or research, since these
are irrelevant for advertising purposes. Thus, if companies are indeed
motivated to donate by expectation of short-run returns, corporate
donations will likely benefit the universities.
Donations motivated by the long run returns and status competition
also should not result in a loss for the university. Just as with charity
advertising, the total amount of donations given to universities will be
shared more or less evenly by various departments. Individual companies may support programs related to their employees preferences or,
perhaps, to their executives' fancy. It is unlikely, however that there
would be a bias shared by many companies (or many executives) that
will result in large scale pressure on academic freedom22.
Problems start to arise when corporations donate money in order to
influence future experts. There can hardly be any question that there
are only certain areas of expertise in which corporations would be
willing to interfere. Corporations will give almost exclusively to areas
where consumer choice is heavily influenced by the expert opinion and ignore other areas completely. Moreover, companies may attempt
to influence the hiring process so that instructors in targeted colleges
teach in a way that produces 'correctly biased' experts. Research of
particular kind may be encouraged; endowed chairs may be set up
with conditions that severely restrict the pool of candidates to a group
with particular set of biases or preferences. Buildings for the 'expert'
programs may be built with both corporate and public money without
21. This is a Iheon:tical argument. and empirical testing is necl.'ssary to aSI.'..-rtaillthe I.'onduSInn.
22. Again. this is in theory. Empirical testing is necessary tn ascertain the conclusion.
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any regard for the needs of the 'non-expert' programs.
The obvious argument against such as scenario is that it is against
most universities' donation policies to accept gifts that come with conditions allowing the donor to influence the university. If policies are
followed, such gifts are simply rejected. On numerous occasions,
however, administrators do accept donations that come with strings
tying the university to the donor and allowing direct or indirect influence on research,teaching,and academicprograms.In a book devoted to the subject, Soley (1995) provides many examples of such collaboration between corporations and administration23. Soley then
goes on to conclude that corporate influence is ruining the university.
It is hard to accept his conclusion, given that it is supported only by
anecdotal evidence. Until a study that uses proper scientific methods
can show that agreements between the universities and the firms similar to the ones cited by Soley are indeed commonplace, it is more reasonable to treat them as isolated occurrences.
23. One example eited by Soley (1995) was the donation negotiated by the University of
Nevada at Las Vegas. A $2 million dollar gift endowed a doctoral program in hotel administration. and required the university to publish an annual monograph on issues facing the casino
and gaming industry. to sponsor an annual seminar for the company's management on the topic
picked hy the company. and to prcsent the company with an annual report on developments in
gambling technology. (Soley. 7)
Another was the construction of a new business school building by the University of
Wisconsin at Madison. At the same time. the arts and dance progmms were conducted in
building that did not meet fire regulations. contained asbestos and had an ancient heating system. The arts and dance program could not seeure 3.1 million U.S. dollars worth of funding for
renovation work. despite trying for over twenty years. The business school was constructed
becausc corporations were willing to pay tor part of the costs - which still left 28 million dollars to be paid by the University of Wisconsin. and thus by the public. (Soley. 70)
Yet another example involved a corporation providing support of I million U.S. dollars to a
new research center. for which a new building was constructed at a cost of II million dollars
to thc taxpayers (Soley, 91).
These are examples of the misuse of public funds brought on by special interests in particular academic areas by the corporations and the inability of administration to resist pressure.
Ronald G. Ehrenberg, an economist and the former VP of academic programs and budgeting at
Cornell University. comments that once there is a commitment from a major donor for half the
cost of the building, "the idea that construction will be held up ... is a non-sequitur." despite
the fact that the funding tor tbe other half or f(lr the maintenance of the building has not been
secured. This inevitably leads to diversion of funds from supporting faculty and students to the
new building. (Ehrenberg 1999. 105) Whkh colleges does the administration divert the money
from'! Presumably if a new building is built for the business school. it is notlikcly that the
business faculty will be pressured to save and to provide the necessary funds.
Another problem areas are the endowed ehairs supported by corporations. For example. the
Reliance Professorship of Private Enterprise at the University of Pennsylvania. supported by a
tax-deductible charitable donation trOlll Reliance Corp. requires that the professor holding the
chair must be a "spokesperson for the free enterprise and must engage t\\ ice a year in employee training or other m,pects of Reliance operations" (Soley. 126). These conditions are obviously violating the usual unin:rsity policy for gins.
For more examplcs. see Soley, 1995.
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V. CONCLUSION

Analysis of corporations' motivation for giving to universities suggests four main factors that induce donations: (I) short run returns,
including charity advertising and tax saving, (2) long run returns,
including neoclassical long run returns, higher x-efficiency, and benefits of being seen as a good 'corporate citizen', (3) influencing future
experts, and (4) status competition among the business elite. Short run
returns, long run returns and status competition motives each have at
least some degree of empirical support from prior studies, and appear
to induce a major proportion of corporate donations. Influencing
future experts efTecthas not been considered in the literature by itself;
thus, the relative importance of this motive in determining the amount
or the recipients of corporate donations is unknown.
If companies that donate to universities pursue short run returns,
long run returns, and/or status competition goals, then on the
aggregate corporate donations will benefit the recipients. If attempts
to influence future experts determine a large part of corporate
donations and it is established that university administrators in general are willing to compromise academic freedom to secure funds, then
on the aggregate corporate donations will be harmful to the recipients.
According to currently available empirical evidence, and assuming
that the motive of influencing future experts is relatively unimportant,
we can conclude that corporate giving is motivated by goals that will
result in donations benefiting, rather than harming universities.
Hayek's hypothesis that corporations take over the cultural decisions
by means of donations appears to be incorrect.
The conclusion, of course, has to be viewed with a healthy dose of
skepticism. An empirical result supporting the assumed insignificance
of the influencing future experts factor is not available. The efTectsof
companies behaving according to each motive are not empirically
observed, but are deduced from a priori assumptions. Furthermore, it
is implicitly assumed that the suggested list of motivating factors is
exhaustive, or very nearly so. More empirical testing needs to be done
to make sure that the preliminary conclusion reached here can be used
as a proven thesis in formulating public policy.
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